Chapter 14 – Michael’s Hardware
The goal of this case is to get students to understand that the value of using
aggregation through milk runs and intermediate facilities when designing
transportation networks. The case also gets students to see that as demand grows,
the optimal level of aggregation declines. The results for this case are obtained
using the accompanying spreadsheet Chapter14-Michael’s.
Status Quo Calculations
The current transportation network uses small trucks to ship directly from suppliers
to stores in Illinois and LTL to ship from suppliers to stores in Arizona. The cost of the
current network for Illinois is summarized on the worksheet Direct Shipping-Illinois
in Cells A23:B31 to be as follows:

Cells D23:E31 contain calculations that show that even if direct shipping is to be
used with small trucks, the optimal batch size (6,708) should be used (rather than
using full trucks).

The cost of the current network for Arizona is obtained as follows:
Total transportation cost = 8×32×10,000×0.5 = $1,280,000
If batches of 500 are used for each store, holding cost = (500/2)×8×32 = $64,000.

The total annual cost thus is $1,344,000.

Milk Runs for Illinois
The results for different milk run options for Illinois are contained in the worksheet
Milk Runs-Illinois. Using both large (Cell B14) and small trucks (Cell B25) we look for
the number of stores to be aggregated per truck from each supplier. The results are
shown in Cells B13:B33 and show that a milk run using small trucks with4 stores /
truck results in the lowest total cost of $1,088,000 / year.

In the case of Illinois, the use of aggregation (4 stores / small trucks), significantly
lowers the total cost relative to the status quo.

Direct Shipping for Arizona
The worksheet Direct Shipping-Arizona shows (Cells D10:E18) that direct shipping
using small trucks raises the annual cost (relative to LTL shipping with batch sizes of
500 units) even if optimal batch sizes are used.

Milk Runs for Arizona
The results for the option of using milk runs to supply the Arizona stores are
contained in the worksheet Milk Runs-Arizona. These results (shown in Cells
A10:B19) are obtained by optimizing the number of stores to be aggregated per
truck (Cell B11) that leaves each supplier.

The use of milk runs with small trucks combining 10 stores per truck results in an
annual cost ($768,000) that is much lower than the status quo.

Using an Intermediate Facility for Arizona
The results for the use of an intermediate facility are contained in worksheet
Intermediate Facility-Arizona. The results are obtained by optimizing the outbound
batch size per store per supplier (Cell B15) while ensuring that all truck capacities
are respected. The results are shown in Cells A12:B23.

This turns out to be the lowest cost option for serving Arizona.
As both markets grow, we would expect to see the following changes in the
transportation network.
1. As Illinois grows, we would expect to see the number of stores aggregated on
to a single truck to decrease. If demand increases by a factor of 4 from
current levels, the optimal number of stores per milk run decreases from 4 to
2.
2. As Arizona grows, we would first expect the need for intermediate facilities to
diminish. This may require a significant increase in demand given the high
transportation cost from suppliers to Arizona. Our analysis indicates that the
intermediate facility stays optimal until the demand at Arizona increases by a
factor 7 relative to current levels.

